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Introduction 

● (X) may have breached the K by failing to perform their obligations under the K.  

● If a breach is proven, then the aggrieved party, (Y), would have the right to remedies 

(damages/specific performance/injunction).  

● (Y) may also have the right to terminate (RTT) the K; (Y) can elect to either terminate or affirm 

the K (allow K to remain on foot).  

● But (X) will argue that their failure to perform their contractual obligations do not result in an 

actionable breach, being excused from the obligation to perform due to frustration 

(circumstances radically changed) or that the K is affected by a vitiating factor (undue 

influence/unconscionability/duress/misleading or deceptive conduct). 

 

Termination 

(Y) will argue that they have the right to terminate the K before it is completely performed, 

releasing them from the obligation to continue to perform the K.  



(Y) will argue that a right to terminate arises by agreement/under the CL right to terminate for 

breach (non-fulfilment of a contingent condition/breach of a condition/breach of an intermediate 

term which is sufficiently serious/fundamental breach/repudiation). 

• CL right to terminate only = can terminate with LOB damages 

• Contractual right to terminate only = can terminate, but no LOB damages unless Anti Shevill 

clause included (Shevill; approved in Gumland) 

• Neither = damages for loss only 

• Both = can terminate, with LOB damages 

o Contractual right to terminate does not exclude CL right to terminate unless expressly 

stated to be excluded (Tabali) 

Termination by agreement 

1. Under the original K 

● Express right to terminate 

● Gives fixed term upon which K is terminated automatically after effluxion of time (e.g. 

fixed term lease) 

● Term that expressly gives right to terminate (express termination clause) 

○ Triggered by an event (e.g. breach/non-fulfilment of a contingent condition); 

○ OR gives a discretionary right to terminate at will, often with a specified period 

of notice. 

• Courts interpret this termination procedure strictly, possibly meaning that 

party loses right to terminate due to minor failure to follow the procedure. 

This is due to the significance and consequences of the RTT.  

• Kirby J: should not be interpreted narrowly so as to defeat the practical 

effect.  

○ Shevill v Builders Licensing Board: LL (Shevill) had RTT lease if rent not paid on time; 

exercised this right under the termination clause (not an actual breach; just RTT in 

K). Held: could recover monies owed (debt), but cannot attempt to recover future 

monies owed when terminating under K (unlike breach; can recover future monies). 

Even if there was a breach; LL terminated under K and not under breach = LL 

responsible for end of K and loss of future money; cannot recover.  

● Implied agreement under K to terminate 

○ If no express termination clause (K silent re duration); (Y) may have implied RTT; 

based on inferences that K not intended by parties to continue indefinitely 

○ May imply a right for one or both of parties to terminate 

○ Once implied, court will require a reasonable period of notice to be given before 

termination 



▪ Period required is a question of fact that will depend on circumstances of the K 

(Crawford Fitting Co: 6 months notice sufficient for distributorship K; allow 

distributor time to recoup extraordinary expenditure/effort per McHugh JA 

(NSWCA). But ordinary effort/expenditure not usually relevant to period of 

notice. Allow time "to bring to an end in an orderly way [their] relationship" and 

"a reasonable opportunity to enter into alternative arrangements and to wind 

up matters which arise out of their relationship"). 

2. By subsequent agreement 

▪ Parties can expressly agree to terminate K by subsequent agreement, agreeing to 

release each other from the original K. 

▪ Where both still have obligations under K, the consideration is agreeing to 

release the other party from their remaining obligations 

o Issue: where (A) has fulfilled all obligations but (B) has not; (B) cannot 

provide consideration for release of obligations 

▪ This issue can be avoided by making the agreement by deed (doesn’t require 

consideration) OR by providing fresh consideration for the release of obligations 

under the original K (accord and satisfaction). 

o Per British Russian Gazette, “the accord is the agreement by which the 

obligation is discharged. The satisfaction is the consideration which 

makes the agreement operative.” 

o (B) may do this by agreeing to pay money to (A), or to perform different 

obligations. This will support (A)’s promise to release (B) from their 

original obligations. If the fresh consideration is a promise, the accord 

and satisfaction will be complete & (B) released of obligations 

immediately, upon promise being made. If consideration is the actual 

promised act, release will only occur once act performed. Matter of 

interpretation; where uncertain, courts inclined to interpret as requiring 

performance of promised act, not merely the promise; better protects 

(A) in releasing (B) from obligations.  

▪ Formal requirements for a subsequent agreement to terminate an existing K: 

Writing not required, even for an original K required to be in writing; 

subsequent oral K is sufficient. BUT where subsequent K seeks to vary, not 

terminate, then writing required. 

▪ Termination inferred from subsequent agreement (that covers similar ground) 

o If subsequent K doesn’t explain the intended impact on original K, there are 

two interpretations:  

▪ Parties intended it to terminate & replace original K 

▪ Parties intended it to vary or supplement the original K 
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